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NOVASONIX, YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER

Novasonix is a Spanish company with a long history in the health, beauty and medicine sector. Our 
more than 10 years of experience in the manufacture of medical-beauty equipment has led us to 
having a presence in more than 12 countries, basing our growth on trust, results and professionalism.

Our main aim is to offer maximum innovation in technology by constant investment in R&D to develop 
our own patents, such as the current CBA or NSX method, backed by the most stringent ISO quality 
certifications.

Our customers are another of the main pillars of our company, and for this reason we have developed 
the Novasonix Partners plan. This is a universe of services we offer to our customers so they can have 
everything from marketing services to continuing training.

info@novasonix.es
www.novasonix.e s
+34 937 208 325

Calle Pla del Ramassar, 52,
Polígono Industrial Pla del Ramassar,

08402, Granollers
BARCELONA

We manufacture
in Spain

R+D:  Our own patented technology

High profitability

Results guaranteed

Technical support 

Boosts benefits and triples biological effects
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6 TREATMENT 
PROGRAMMES

24 INDEPENDENT 
CHAMBERS

OPTIONAL 
JACKET

THE LATEST IN PRESSOTHERAPY AND 
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE

NOVApress smart
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SMART TECHNOLOGY

We have added the jacket to the NOVApress smart device as a 
new ally.  This enhances the effectiveness of the pressotherapy 
in comprehensive treatments, as the arms, chest, abdomen and 
back are stimulated.

Comfort: The adjustment system adapts easily and quickly to each person. Its pleasant application 
means your customer will feel a gentle massage during the treatment. No discomfort or noise during 
use.

Profitability: Always a profitable device, as the equipment works on its own after connecting, while 
you can serve other customers.

Durability: Needs hardly any maintenance. The fabric quality means it last for thousands of uses.

Easy to use: Intuitive screen with simple programmes.

NOVAPRESS SMART

Enjoy guaranteed results for your customers, thanks to the trousers made up of 24 chambers in the 
form of "fish scales".

You can select the number of active chambers and the power of each. 
Perfect fit using the 3 zippers and adapter belt.

NOVApress smart: Your perfect ally in treatments for drainage, removal of fat, activation 
of blood circulation and as a help in all remodelling treatments.

EVERYTHING IS AN ADVANTAGE WITH NOVAPRESS SMART:
EFFECTIVE: Facilitates the drainage of fluids, fats and toxins, improves the appearance of cellulite, oedema 
and waste left by other interventions. Helps to prevent varicose veins and vascular disorders.
Reduces, shapes, removes orange peel skin in addition to preventing it from forming in the future. NOVApress 
smart is the ideal companion to ADIPOcare Plus or ADIPOshape.

LATEST TECHNOLOGY: Pressotherapy works with 6 operating modes to choose from, according to the 
pressure of the different chambers:

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Supply voltage: 120-230 Vac 50/60 Hz

Max consumption: 180VA (0,75 A - 230V a.c.)

Screen: 10,1” touch screen capacitive

SMART system: controls the number of active chambers

Max pressure: 140 mm Hg. No. of chambers: 24

Treatment time: 0-60 min. Retention time: 2-4-6 seconds

Rest time: 4-6-8 seconds Classification: Class I type BF.

Protection fuses: 2 x T1,5A / - 250 VAC.

Degree of protection: IPXO Pre-set programmes: 6

Customisable programmes: Yes Autonomous treatments: Yes

Pressotherapy is a non-invasive treatment whose operation is based on 

air pressure.

It promotes the recovery of skin elasticity and increases the supply of 

oxygen to the tissues.

Facilitates tissue regeneration.

The fabric quality of the jacket and 
trousers makes them easy to clean 
and last for thousands of uses.

DID YOU KNOW?

Pre-lymphatic
*

Lymphatic
**

Clinical

Circulatory

Sports

Pregnancy

NOVApress smart NOVApress smart

Removes liquid, fats and toxins
Gain the satisfaction of your customers!


